CC-6-20-16
Embodydance CC Meeting, Mon June 20th 2016
Present: Julie, Tracy (facilitator), Ana, Jay J, John Meade, Duija
(notes)
Sunday dances
We discussed making changes in the Sunday Dance to reduce our
ongoing losses.
Our average Sunday income over the past year has been under $200.
Our current outlay per dance (facilitator, coordinator & space rental)
excluding overhead is almost $330. This situation is unsustainable.
In considering various solutions, the CC incorporated the requests
made by three younger Embodydance participants to become
facilitators in the anticipation that they would initially provide their
services for a lower fee and hopefully inspire participation by more
young people.
For this we have to suspend the current training protocol for Sunday
for the summer. The trainees will especially be trained in the logistics
and in the fall they can start with the usual training around wavebuilding.
The Council is proposing the following temporarily changes for

Sunday Dance
1. Facilitators would play previously created waves and
simultaneously train the new facilitators on the logistics of
using the audio system.
2. The warm-up could be created by the trainees with feedback by
the facilitator.
3. Facilitators would also train the new facilitators in setting up
the audio system, sign-in table, etc. and "holding space” as well
as dismantling the space and clean-up.
4. There would be no paid coordinator and no volunteer positions
in exchange for free entrance. The space would be more
minimally set up and managed relying on greater cooperation
by participants: a self sign-in / payment system, chill space &
altar set up only as initiated by participants, participant support
in set-up and break-down / vacuuming.
5. We ask Elise Gent has to reduce the rent for Sundays in July
and

August from $90 (3 hours @ $30/hour) to $60. (note, she

agreed)
6. We anticipate paying the trainees a minimal fee and are hoping
that facilitators will agree to accept a drastically reduced rate of
around $50 - 60.
7. We need 3 facilitators to be willing to work with us on this. We
will ask Gay if we don’t get enough facilitators.
8. Ana will check Body as an alternative location
In the meantime we will look again if there is enough interest in the

Sunday dance for people to step up and look into marketing.
Fundraiser
Tracy will email her conclusions and suggestions about the fundraiser
so we all can give feedback,
Tallying
Guthrie doesn’t want to do the tallying anymore. We will ask
Raphael.
Late payers fundraiser auction
One more try to collect the money otherwise item will go to next in
line.
Agreements
John will call Elise, Alec, Vee and Gay
Anna will call trainees
Julie and Tracy write a letter to the extended CC & coordinators
Ana will find the training protocol for Tracy to put in drop box.
Tracy is phoning Raphael about tallying job. (?? not sure who was
doing this)
Tracy will send out Fundraiser conclusions
Next meeting
6/27 at Julie’s house at 6.30pm. Tracy Facilitates, Julie will do the
notes.

